Security Analysis of your Mobile Channel

Organizations are increasingly using their mobile channels to connect with their customers and employees, promoting an incessant development of new mobile applications, that can open the door to external threats.

mASAPP Online gives organizations an accurate and updated view of the security status of their full mobile channel, analysing apps in depth and identifying security risks.

Assess the security status of your mobile applications and your exposure to threats targetting your apps

Benefits

• Simplicity in the app upload and analysis process. The user interface is simple and intuitive; it does not require installing applications or plugins on the user’s computer.

• Full view of the security status of all your apps from a personal workspace.

• Traceability of the life cycle of your mobile apps. Showing a view of the evolution of the different versions of the apps and new vulnerabilities that could appear, facilitating effective remediation and correction.

• Accuracy. It assists in the identification and correction of security breaches by providing actionable information.

Target group

• Developers that seek a quick security assessment and behavioral optimization of their apps.

• Entities that communicate with their customers and employees via mobile channels and need to understand the exposure of their apps to security risks.

• Organizations that implement an SDLC process and need to monitor their applications to identify and anticipate to vulnerabilities that could materialise in the future.

How it Works

mASAPP Online performs a full security assessment of your mobile apps, finding vulnerabilities or suspicious behaviors.